HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on House and Governmental Affairs

Will meet at:  10:00 A.M.  Date:  May 14, 2003

Location:  Committee Room 3

Remarks:

HB 35  TOOMY  SCHOOLS/BOARDS:  (Constitutional Amendment)
Limits state mandates increasing the financial burden of local school boards

HB 373  FAUCHEUX  CIVIL RIGHTS:  (Constitutional Amendment)
Provides that the legislature may restore the rights of certain criminal offenders

HB 547  FAUCHEUX  SCHOOLS/FINANCE:  (Constitutional Amendment)
Permits legislative amendment of the MFP formula adopted by BESE

HCR 109  FUTRELL  TRANSPORTATION DEPT:  Creates a special commission to evaluate the funding and efficiency of the Department of Transportation and Development

SB 256  DARDENNE  ETHICS:  Requires the Board of Ethics to provide access via the Internet to certain information. (gov sig)

HB 112  GUILLOY  PUBLIC BLDGS/GROUNDS-ST:  Allows public buildings to be named in honor of living persons

HB 134  PINAC  FIRE PROTECT/FIRE MARSHA:  Requires rules promulgated by the fire marshal be submitted to the House Committee on Commerce and Senate Committee on Commerce, Consumer Protection and International Affairs

HB 980  SNEED  ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE:  Requires that the copy of a proposed agency rule which is provided to the appropriate legislative oversight committee be coded to show language added to or deleted from existing rules

HB 594  SCALISE  PUBLIC EMPLOYEES:  (Constitutional Amendment)
Prohibits the state and its political subdivisions and governmental agencies from requiring certain public employees to reside or have a domicile in a particular place

HB 1221  MURRAY  ETHICS/CODE:  Provides for the agency of the lieutenant governor for purposes of the Code of Governmental Ethics

HB 105  PITRE  CONSTITUTION/AMENDMENT:  (Constitutional Amendment)
Specifies that the law providing for the calling of a constitutional convention may limit the matters to be considered by the constitutional convention

HB 151  PITRE  CONSTITUTION/CONVENTION:  Provides for a constitutional convention to be convened in January, 2004

CHARLES D. LANCASTER, JR.
Chairman